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Abstract
Event logging is pervasive in modern applications, assisting developers, users, and ad-
ministrators, alike in understanding and diagnosing issues involving sophisticated software.
Unfortunately, today’s software’s high transactionality can cause logging to be less effec-
tive due to information overload. Log levels help alleviate this problem by correlating a
”severity” to system events that can be filtered. However, as software evolves, log levels
may also require alteration as events once deemed important may have decreased in priority
and vice-versa. Manually maintaining this correlation is tedious and error-prone as there
may be many logging statements whose levels necessitate consistent updating. We present
an automated approach that assists developers in evolving logging statement levels. The
approach, based on mining git histories and manipulating a degree of interest (DOI) model,
transforms source code to ”rejuvenate” log statement levels based on the ”interestingness”
of surrounding code.
Additionally, before the logging method’s execution, the arguments need to be evaluated
before they can be accessed. The resulting value is then substituted for the parameter.
However, arguments can be expensive to evaluate, mainly if the argument must first be
built from sub-expressions. The evaluation of logged strings may be the result of several
expensive concatenations. Traditionally, the logged string’s evaluation must occur regardless
of whether the value is used by the method resulting in performance cost. However, with
the introduction of lambdas, the strings’ evaluation can be deferred to the callee’s context
and evaluated on demand, effectively eliminating wasted computation. I present the first
steps in an automated approach that assists developers in transforming logging statements
into their deferred execution equivalent and a discussion of future steps.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern software typically includes some sort of event logging for reasons such as monitoring
software events, debugging issues, and recording data for statistical analysis. Popular Java
logging frameworks such as Log4j and java.util.logging exist to provide developers with a
reliable, fast, and flexible logging API. These frameworks as well as many others provide
logging features such as log level filtering and in newer versions deferred execution.
Log level filtering allows the developer to highlight or suppress a given log statement.
Long running projects often run into the issue of log level staling, where the log level provided
no longer matches relevance of the given log statement. In this thesis, we introduce a solution
to this issue in the form of automatic log level rejuvenation.
Another side effect of having log level filtering is that some log level statements can
inevitably end up being suppressed depending on factors such as the environment (devel-
opment vs production) and run time suppression. Before the log method’s execution, the
arguments must first be evaluated before they can be accessed. In other words, arguments
are evaluated in the caller’s context rather than the callee’s. The resulting value is then
substituted for the parameter. However, arguments can be expensive to evaluate, mainly
if the argument must first be built from sub-expressions. If a log statement is suppressed
(due to log level filtering) after the message argument has already been evaluated, then
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there has effectively been an unnecessary computation overhead incurred, or in other words
performance has been lost. With the introduction of lambdas and functional interfaces in
modern object-oriented languages and platforms, the evaluation of the message argument
can be effectively deferred until the point that it is needed. Some logging frameworks, such
as the aforementioned ones, have, in newer versions, introduced deferrable versions of legacy
logging API calls. In this thesis we introduce a solution to this problem in the form of
automated deferred execution refactoring.
2
Chapter 2
Logging Statement Level Evolution
2.1 Introduction
In the big data era, modern software, especially high transactional servers, typically includes
some sort of event logging. Such logs document useful information about a system’s behavior
at run time, helping developers, users, and administrators, alike, understand what the system
is doing at a particular time. They also assist in diagnosing any issues that arise during
execution, and can be used for a wide variety of purposes, including monitor processes [39],
transferring knowledge [15], and error detection [41,42,49].
The highly transactional nature of today’s software, however, can cause logging to be
less effective due to information overload. The sheer number of logs emitted can make it
difficult to debug during development. Also, parsing the information necessary from logs
to understand system behavior during deployment, how features interact and diagnose any
problems, can be challenging.
To help alleviate this problem, many programming languages are accompanied by logging
frameworks or libraries, which allow developers to issue log statements that consist of a
number of parts that dictate how the log should be emitted, if at all. A log statement is
comprised of a particular log object. Each log object is associated with a run time level, along
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with any other attributes. A log method is invoked on the log object; one parameter is a
log severity level. Log levels are ordered, and, during system execution, iff the log statement
level is greater than or equal to the log object run time level, the log message is emitted.
The message is typically a dynamically constructed string consisting of static text, along
with dynamic contexts, such as the contents of one of more variables [4]. For example, the
following statement outputs system health information iff the run time level of logger is less
than or equal to Level.FINER [34]:
logger.log(Level.FINER, "Health is: " +
DiagnosisMessages.systemHealthStatus());
Controlling the log run time level affords developers the ability to limit the types of log
information emitted either for particular environments (e.g., development, deployment) or
other factors.
As software evolves, however, with new features, enhancements, and bug fixes, log levels
may also require alteration. Certain log statements directly correlate to the features that
the surrounding code implements. Such (event) logging statements could, for example, serve
as checkpoints in an algorithm, where critical variable values are outputted for validation
purposes and progress is ensured.1 While such log statements can be particularly useful
during feature development, it is also beneficial to leave the log statements intact once the
feature is complete. This can be advantageous, for example, if the feature later draws a bug
fix or is enhanced in some way. The problem, though, is that the initial log level assigned
to such log statements match the level of interest to developers at the time of inception,
i.e., at the moment the feature is being originally developed, which may not match the level
of interest after the feature has been completed. Ideally, levels of logs related to features
would evolve with the system as it is developed, with higher log levels (e.g., INFO) being
assigned to logs corresponding to features of higher stakeholder interest than those with less
1A popular continuous integration (CI) service will kill a unit test suite execution if the frequency of
program output is below a particular threshold [44].
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interest (e.g., FINEST). If not, and evidence suggests that is the case as developers tend not
to manually change initial log levels often [27], log levels can become stale over time, causing
irrelevant logs to accumulate, possibly in production, and increasing information overload.
Furthermore, manually maintaining this correlation can be tedious and error-prone as event
logging is a crosscutting concern that is both pervasive [49] and scattered and tangled with
code implementing core functionality. Manual maintenance of this correlation is tedious
and time-consuming, as well as possibly error- and omission-prone as there may be many
logging statements whose levels necessitate consistent manipulation. In fact, we found ∼4K
logging statements across 18 projects during our experiments. Moreover, developers may
not utilize the full spectrum of logging levels available. During our experiments, we found
the distribution of different logging levels to be low, with an average standard deviation of
only 1.75.
Recently, attention has been paid to logging. Li et al. [27] demonstrate an approach
for selecting levels for logging statements based on trends within the project in question.
However, their focus is on new statements rather than level evolution. Hassani et al. [12] deal
with more general issues related to logging, however, their focus is also on new statements.
Chen and Jiang [4] also consider more general anti-patterns in logging code. One such
pattern detects mismatches between log messages and corresponding log levels, however,
they do not consider how developer interest in particular software features varies over time
during evolution and how levels should change as a result. Kabinna et al. [15] find that
logging statements holistically tend to evolve in various ways, including their levels. He et
al. [13] indicate that rigorous guidelines on developer logging behavior are currently lacking,
motivating our work, and assist developers in constructing useful log messages using Natural
Language Processing (NLP).
We present an automated approach that assists developers in evolving logging statement
levels. The approach mines git repositories to discover the “interestingness” of code that sur-
rounds logging statements by adapting a degree of interest (DOI) model first introduced by
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Mylyn [17]. Mylyn [8] is a standard Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) [6]
plug-in that facilitates software evolution by focusing graphical components of the IDE so
that only (“interesting”) artifacts related to the currently active task are revealed to devel-
opers [18]. Mylyn works by maintaining and manipulating a DOI model as the developer
works on the project. The more interaction a developer has with a particular artifact (e.g.,
a file), the more prominent it appears in the IDE, and the less prominent other less recently
used artifacts appear.
In this thesis, we programmatically manipulate a DOI model using the modifications
made to code as dictated in a project’s git history. The approach transforms source code
to “rejuvenate” event log statement levels. It places event logs related to features that are
currently more important (i.e., worked on more and more recently) to the forefront while
pushing event logs related to features not as prevalent (i.e., those worked on less and less
recently) to the background. The goal is to reduce information overload, bring more relevant
events to developers’ attention, and alleviate developers from manually making log level
changes. To guide the transformation, we introduce several novel heuristics to distinguish
between logging statements related to event logging, i.e., those corresponding to software
features, and those that convey critical information regardless of the particular features of
interest. Many of the heuristics are derived from our interactions with real-world open source
software developers as part of a pull (patch) request study during our approach’s evaluation.
The approach was implemented as an open source plug-in to the Eclipse IDE, which in-
cludes support for popular build systems so that it may be used IDE agnostically. It supports
two popular logging frameworks, namely, java.util.logging (JUL) [33] and SLF4J [36], and
can be extended to include others, and integrates directly with JGit [7], for git commit ex-
traction, and Mylyn, for DOI manipulation. The evaluation involved 18 Java projects of
varying size and domain with a total of ∼2.89 million lines of code. Our study indicates that
(i) given its ability to process a large number and size of git commit changesets, the (fully
automated) analysis cost is viable, with an average running time of 10.66 secs per candidate
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logging statement and 0.89 secs per thousand lines of code changed, (ii) developers did not
actively think about how their logging statement levels evolve with their software, motivating
an automated approach, and (iii) the proposed approach is promising in assisting developers
to evolve log levels.
This work makes the following contributions:
Approach design. We present an automated approach that programmatically manipulates
a Mylyn DOI model using git histories to evolve event logging statement levels to better
align with the current software features of interest. Logging statements associated with
features whose implementation is edited more and more recently are transformed to
have higher severity levels than those otherwise and vice-versa. Developers are thus
alleviated from making widespread manual log level changes, information overload is
combated, and more relevant events are brought to developers’ attention, possibly
exposing bugs.
Heuristic formulation. Heuristics, based on first-hand developer interaction, to distin-
guish between logging statements related to events and those with more critical infor-
mation are proposed.
Implementation and experimental evaluation. To ensure real-world applicability, the
approach was implemented as an Eclipse plug-in built on Mylyn and JGit and was
used to study 18 Java projects that use logging statements. Our technique successfully
analyzed 99.26% of candidate logging statements, increased log level distributions by
an average of 17.14%, identified logs that were manually changed with a 79.31% recall,
29.11% precision, and a 86.96% level direction match success rate. Furthermore, a pull
request study successfully integrated into two large and popular open source projects,
namely, Jenkins and selenium, indicating that the approach is promising in providing
tool-support for log level evolution.
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Listing 1 Logging usage example inspired by SLF4J Manual [37].
1 public class Wombat {
2 private static final Logger logger = // A logger that only logs ≥ FINE ...
3 private int temperature;
4 private int oldTemperature;
5
6 public void setTemperature(int val) {
7 this.oldTemperature = temperature;
8 this.temperature = val;
9 logger.log(Level.FINER, "Temperature set to: " + this.temperature);
10 logger.finer("The old temperature was: " + this.oldTemperature);
11 } // ...
12
13 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
14 Wombat w = new Wombat();
15 Scanner scanner = new Scanner(System.in);
16
17 System.out.println("Enter a temperature:" );
18 int input = scanner.nextInt();
19 w.setTemperature(input);
20
21 try { // send to file.
22 logger.fine("Writing to file." );
23 Files.writeString(new File("output.txt" ).toPath(), w.toString(),
24 StandardOpenOption.WRITE);
25 } catch (IOException e) { // Fatal error.






We present a multiversioned example that motivates the proposed approach and highlights
some of the challenges associated with automation.
Listing 1 portrays a hypothetical code snippet inspired by the SLF4J Manual [37]; it
was rewritten to use JUL to demonstrate a wider spectrum of log levels, which include, in
ascending order, FINEST, FINER, FINE, INFO, WARNING, and SEVERE. A Wombat class is declared
starting at line 1 and has an available logger (line 2) and a current and previous temperature
(lines 3–4). To reduce information overload (e.g., in production), the logger is configured
so that only logs with levels ≥ FINE are emitted.
A mutator method for temperature begins on line 6. Before the new temperature is set
on line 7, the old value is cached on line 8. Then, the new temperature is logged on line 9
and the old is logged on line 10.2 Both statements log at the FINER level; the difference is to
2Logger.finer() is a convenience API for Logger.log(Level.FINER,...).
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Listing 2 Rejecting invalid temperatures.
1 @@ -23,11 +23,15 @@ public void setTemperature(int val) {
2 + if (val > 0) {
3 this.oldTemperature = temperature;
4 this.temperature = val;
5 logger.log(Level.FINER, "Temperature set to: " + this.temperature + ".");
6 logger.finer("The old temperature was: " + this.oldTemperature);
7 + } else {
8 + throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid temperature: " + val);
9 + }
10 } // ...
11
12 @@ -38,7 +42,17 @@ public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception
13 int input = scanner.nextInt();
14 + while (true) {
15 + try {
16 w.setTemperature(input);
17 + break; // succeeded.
18 + } catch (IllegalArgumentException e) {
19 + // Not a fatal error. Log the exception and retry.
20 + logger.log(Level.INFO, "User entered invalid input: " + input, e);
21 + System.out.println("Invalid temperature. Please retry.");
22 + }
23 + }
Listing 3 Warning about drastic temperature changes.
1 @@ -30,6 +30,9 @@ public void setTemperature(int val) {
2 } else {
3 throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid temperature: " + val);
4 }
5 +
6 + if (((double) (this.temperature - this.oldTemperature)) / this.oldTemp > 0.05)
7 + logger.warning("Temperature has risen above 5%.");
8 } // ...
show the different methods that can used. Since logger has been previously configured not
to emit logs with levels ≤ FINER, the statements have no effect.
Starting on line 13, a main() method demonstrates a usage of Wombats. In creating a
Wombat (line 14), the user is asked for a temperature (line 18), which is then set on line 19.
A string representation of the Wombat (not shown) is then saved in a file (lines 21–28). The
statement at line 22 logs that the writing has commenced. Since the level is FINE, this
statement emits a log. The actual file writing takes places on lines 23–24. Because Files.
writeString() throws a possible IOException, the call is surrounded by a try/catch block.
The statement at line 26 executes when the specified exception has been caught. Unlike the
previous statements, this log message is emitted as SEVERE ≥ FINE.
Listing 2 portrays a commit made to produce a subsequent version of listing 1 where in-
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Listing 4 Abbreviated final example with “rejuvenated” log levels.
1 public void setTemperature(int val) {
2 if (val > 0) {
3 this.oldTemperature = temperature;
4 this.temperature = val;
5 logger.log(Level.FINERFINE, "Temperature set to: " + this.temperature);
6 logger.finerfine("The old temperature was: " + this.oldTemperature);
7 } else {
8 throw new IllegalArgumentException("Invalid temperature: " + val);
9 }
10
11 if (((double) (this.temperature - this.oldTemperature)) / this.oldTemperature > 0.05)
12 logger.warning("Temperature has risen above 5%." );
13 } // ...
14
15 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { // ...
16 while (true) {
17 try {
18 w.setTemperature(input);
19 break; // succeeded.
20 } catch (IllegalArgumentException e) {
21 // Not a fatal error. Log the exception and retry.
22 logger.log(Level.INFO, "User entered invalid input: " + input, e);
23 System.out.println("Invalid temperature. Please retry." );
24 }
25
26 try { // send to file.
27 logger.finerfinest("Writing to file." );
28 Files.writeString(new File("output.txt" ).toPath(), w.toString(),
29 StandardOpenOption.WRITE);
30 } catch (IOException e) { // Fatal error.




valid (negative) temperatures are rejected.3 This is accomplished by guarding the temperature
assignment code and log statements (lines 3–6) and throwing an exception on line 8. Like-
wise, the client code changes to handle the exception (lines 14–23), looping until proper input
is received. On line 20, a log is issued when the thrown exception is caught documenting the
retry. Because the error is non-fatal, the INFO level is used. An ensuing commit is made in
listing 3 so that drastic temperature changes are logged. The change is in setTemperature(),
where a warning is logged on line 7 if the temperature has increased above 5%.
Listing 4 depicts an abbreviated result, containing only relevant parts, of listing 1 with
the commits in listings 2 and 3 applied to it. Note that there are several transformations
to the log levels made in the example. For instance, the levels at lines 5–6 have increased
from FINER to FINE. This is because of the recent changes made in listings 2 and 3 are to the
3Although the examples show only additive changes, similar issues may arise with deletions.
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nearby code of these logging statements, indicating that perhaps the feature implemented
at this part of the code, in this case, temperature management, is of a higher “interest” to
its developers. In other words, temperature management is a feature that is under active
development, and it may be useful to show logs related to this feature more prominently to
developers, i.e., by increasing their log levels. Doing so may help developers debug the new
feature code, e.g., here, to reason about temperature validity and whether drastic increases
in temperature invoke the proper alarms. In this particular example, these transformed logs
will now emit due to the logger’s run time log level of FINE, possibly assisting with the
development of this feature.
In contrast to the above, the level of the logging statement at line 27 decreased from FINE
to FINEST. This is because the file writing feature is not being actively developed and may
not be of particular “interest” to developers currently. Particularly, two commits took place
that did not include any edits to this region. The effect is that this log is suppressed in this
configuration. While it is possible to have regressions in code not recently edited, the logging
statement alerting of an exception at line 31 did not have its level lowered and thus remains
useful in finding possible regressions. Likewise, the logging statement at line 22, although
not a fatal error, was not lowered despite recent non-local edit in listing 3.
Although only a simple example is demonstrated here, since logging is pervasive in mod-
ern (highly transactional) software, manually managing logging statement levels to combat
information overload can be an overwhelming and daunting task. Even in this simple exam-
ple it is easy to see that logging statements can be widespread, scattered, and tangled with
code implementing core functionality. Automatically bringing event information related to
software features that are developed more and more often to the forefront of developers’
attention, while gradually suppressing those of features less and less frequently developed
may help developers hone in their focus to catch errors during development and debugging.
11
Figure 2.1: Logging Level rejuvenation approach overview.
2.3 Approach
2.3.1 Overview
We detail an automated approach that programmatically manipulates a Mylyn DOI model [17]
using git histories to evolve event logging statement levels to better align with the current
software features of interest. While this section focuses on concepts, section 2.4.1 describes
our implementation. Figure 2.1 depicts a high-level overview of the approach. Mylyn [18]
has been traditionally used to track and associate edit and graphical selection events in an
IDE to a particular task for which the developer is working. Its main objective is to support
context switching between tasks. In this paper, however, we use this model to track the “in-
terest” of code elements surrounding logging statements (step 4) to find mismatches (step 7)
between log levels and feature interests for certain kinds of logging statements. Furthermore,
to aggregate interest levels across a development team, edits are extracted from git histories
(step 3) rather than from interactions with the IDE. The DOI model is then programmat-
ically manipulated using the extracted edits (step 5). The final model is then partitioned
(step 6) and compared to current logging statement (step 1) levels (step 2). If a mismatch is
found, the level is transformed in the source code (step 9). The transformation is guided by a
set of heuristics that we define (step 8). The heuristics help identify logging statements that
may benefit from the approach and are largely a result of first-hand developer interactions
as part of the evaluation in section 2.5.4. The following subsections describe the approach
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in more detail.
2.3.2 Logging Statement Level Extraction
Input to our approach is a set of projects (q.v. fig. 2.1). Logging statements are extracted
from the project (step 1). They are later used for correlating the interest level of surround-
ing code when finding mismatches (step 7), applying heuristics (step 8), and as possible
transformation sites (step 9). From the statements, the current levels are extracted (step 2),
which is later used for mismatch identification (step 7). This is performed in two different
ways, depending on the kind of API being used. For instance, in JUL, logging methods
come in two flavors, namely, convenience APIs and standard APIs. Convenience APIs have
method names that correspond to the desired log level (e.g., line 10, listing 1). Standard
APIs, on the other hand, are ones where the logging level is passed as a parameter (e.g.,
line 9, listing 1). In both cases, we extract Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) from the under-
lying source code. While the convenience case is straight-forward, in the standard case, our
current implementation (section 2.4.1) only extracts levels from parameters that are passed
literal values. While using data-flow analysis to more accurately extract levels stored in
variables is a subject of future work, despite this limitation, we were able to successfully
analyze 99.26% of logging statements during our experiments (section 2.4).
2.3.3 Mylyn DOI Model Manipulation
Background
The Mylyn Eclipse IDE plug-in maintains focused contexts of entities relevant to a particular
task using a Degree of Interest (DOI) model. A context is comprised of the relevant elements
(e.g., classes, methods, fields), along with information pertaining to how interesting the
elements are to the related task. The more a developer interacts with an element (e.g.,
navigates to a file, edits a file) when working on a task, the more interesting the element
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is deemed to be, and vice-versa. There is also a notion of decay, i.e., as other elements
increase in DOI, elements that were once “interesting” decrease in DOI. Mylyn then alters
the behavior of the Eclipse workbench such that only interesting elements are displayed
throughout the various workbench views.
Repository Mining
In this work, we adapt the Mylyn context to ascertain the interest levels of code surrounding
logging statements. Traditionally, Mylyn is used for context switching, i.e., Mylyn stores
relevant elements in task contexts so that developers may easily switch between tasks without
losing their focus on the code elements for which they have been working. It is personal in
nature and is confined to the workspace of a single developer. However, changes assisted
by our approach are global, i.e., they affect the entire project and all of its developers.
As such, for our approach to be effective, we conceptually expand the Mylyn context to
include interests from all developers by mining git repository log information (step 3; our
implementation uses JGit [7]). Merge commits are not processed due to possible duplication
among the multiple parent commits. However, such commits typically do not make up a
large portion of commits.
Converting Code Changes to Interaction Events
As noted in section 2.3.3, a central notion of Mylyn are “interaction events,” which dictate
how the DOI model is manipulated. The more interaction a particular element has, the
larger its DOI and vice-versa. Although Mylyn has a broad spectrum of different kinds of
interaction events, our work focuses on “edit” events as we are mining code changes in git
repositories.
In converting code changes in git to Mylyn interaction events to discover “interesting”
code surrounding logging statements (step 4), we mainly focus on code changes to method
(and constructor) bodies. While edits to other kinds of code elements, e.g., fields, could be
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in close proximity to logging statements, this is currently not supported and does represent a
popular use case. Furthermore, git edits were parsed to extract changes, as opposed to AST
differencing, which can be computationally expensive. Moreover, AST differencing does not
include whitespace changes, which are desirable in this situation as they are traditionally
considered by Mylyn.4 Once interaction events have been created, they are processed by
Mylyn just as if they had emanated from the IDE (step 5).
Rename Refactorings Program elements (e.g., methods) changed in the git commit his-
tory may no longer exist in current project version where log level transformations would
take place. Such historical elements that were removed from the project are ignored as they
are not in the input project version. However, elements that have underwent rename refac-
torings do need to be considered as they will have a counterpart in the current version. To
this end, during git repository mining, we maintain a data structure that associates rename
relationships between program elements, e.g., method signatures. If a code change is dis-
covered during the mining process, before converting it to an interaction event, a lookup is
first performed to retrieve the changed element’s signature in the current version. Unfortu-
nately, dealing with refactorings necessitates two traversals, one to create the renaming data
structure and the other to process code changes. However, in our implementation, we have
a performance improvement where code changes are cached during the renamings detection,
and only the code changes are traversed subsequently rather than the git history.
Because only rename refactorings are needed, instead of using more advanced approaches [45],
our current research prototype uses lightweight approximations, such as basic method signa-
ture and body similarity comparison, for rename refactoring detection. Nevertheless, during
our experiments, we were able to successfully analyze the change history of code surrounding
3,973 logging statements across 18 projects. In the future, we plan on exploring integrating
(at least parts of) such techniques for improved accuracy.
4Changes to non-source lines, e.g., comments, are also considered by our approach as it may indicate
“interest” of the surrounding code.
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2.3.4 DOI-Log Level Association
The result of Mylyn processing all of the generated interaction events as part of step 5 is a
rich (depending on the amount of git history available) DOI model where the most and most
recently edited code is associated with the highest DOI and vice-versa. The DOI values (a
real non-negative number) from the final model are then partitioned so that DOI ranges can
be associated with levels from the underlying logging framework (step 6). The association
is then used in the next step (step 7) to discover mismatches between interest and logging
levels for a certain class of logging statements (as guided by heuristics in step 8).
Conceptually, the partitions are created by subtracting the highest DOI value in the
model by the lowest and dividing the result by the number of different logging levels the
logging framework provides. This calculation produces the partition DOI range size. Then,
each DOI range is associated with the level by order. For example, the least logging level
(e.g., FINEST) is associated with the first partition (e.g., with DOI range [0, 2.54)). How-
ever, one of the heuristics (q.v. section 2.3.5) allows developers to choose whether or not
to consider particular levels (e.g., they may choose to treat WARNING and SEVERE as kinds of
log categories rather than levels), and this can influence the partitioning scheme. In such
cases, certain partitions will purposely not cause mismatches to be detected, thus affecting
the transformations performed. Once the partitions have been formed, potential mismatches
are discovered (step 7) by comparing the partitions with the current logging statement levels
from step 2. If a mismatch is found, the statement is considered for potential transformation
subject to the heuristics outlined next.
2.3.5 Heuristics
Log level transformations are guided by a set of heuristics (step 8). In our implementation
(section 2.4.1), these are manifested as tool options. The heuristics were largely formulated
during our pull (patch) request study (section 2.5.4) where we had first-hand discussions with
contributors of large and popular open source projects. The main purpose of the heuristics is
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to help identify the kinds of transformations that may yield useful results. For instance, the
heuristics are used to avoid undesirably transforming the logging statements on lines 12, 22,
and 31 in listing 4.
The heuristics utilized include the following:
1. Treat particular levels as log categories.
2. Never lower the level of logging statements appearing within catch blocks.
3. Never lower the level of logging statements immediately following if and else statements.
4. Never change the level of logging statements immediately following if statements whose
if condition contains a log level.
5. Never lower the level of logging statements having particular keywords in their log
messages.
6. Never raise the level of logging statements without particular keywords in their log
messages.
7. Only consistently transform the level of logging statements appearing in overriding
methods.
8. Only transform the level of logging statements up to a transformation distance thresh-
old.
For item 1, a developer may choose to treat WARNING and SEVERE5 as logging statement
categories rather than traditional levels. This way, developers can denote that logging state-
ments with such levels have special semantics other than a sliding scale. Denoting WARNING
and SEVERE as logging level categories can be used to avoid transforming the statements at
lines 12 and 31 (but not line 22) of listing 4.
5These levels vary depending on the logging framework used in our implementation.
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The motivation behind item 2 is that logging statements appearing in catch blocks may
serve as notifications of errors rather than more general events. This heuristic ensures that
the level of such statements is never reduced. The statement at line 31, listing 4 is a prime
example as it did not have its level lowered despite the lowering of a level of a nearby
statement at line 27 due to recent non-local edits. The rationale of item 3 is similar to
that of item 2, with a prime example being the statement at line 12, listing 4. Below is a
real-world example found in blueocean-plugin [32], where two similar logging statements
appear in each different context:
try {
node = execution.getNode(action.getUpstreamNodeId());
} catch (IOException e) {
LOGGER.warning("Could not retrieve upstream node: " + e);
continue;
}
if (node == null) {
LOGGER.warning("Could not retrieve upstream node (null)" );
continue;
}
Item 4 is to prevent logging semantics violations when logging statements are redundantly
guarded by run time level checks. We found one real-world example of this in guava [5] during




Altering the level of the logging statement here without also changing the if condition would
be counterproductive. A more sophisticated analysis would be necessary to handle such
cases, which did not seem typical in our experiments. Moreover, other approaches Li et al.
[28] do not deal with this situation.
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We found items 5 and 6 to also be helpful with guiding the directionality of the trans-
formations. The keywords used were obtaining empirically during our experiments as well
as derived from developer feedback. Stop gap words were used to maximize coverage. Fur-
thermore, the keywords must appear in the literal parts of the log message construction.
Keywords for item 5 include, “fail,” “disabl,” “error,” and “exception;” keywords for item 6
include “stop,” “shut,” “kill,” “dead,” and “not alive.” Item 6 only applies for target levels
WARNING or SEVERE, which are typically used in more critical situations, and does apply when
item 1 is enabled as these will never be target levels in this case.
Item 7 was also discovered during our pull request study and emanated from devel-
oper feedback. It applies to situations where mismatches are found in both overriding and
overridden methods. Specifically, if method M ′ overrides method M and both M and M ′
include level mismatches, the transformation target levels in these methods should be consis-
tent. This preserves a behavioral subtyping-like relationship w.r.t. logging in the methods.
Lastly, item 8 also emerged from developer feedback. As our tool is able to make widespread
changes, some developers preferred to curtail the level degree of the suggested transforma-




Our approach was implemented as a publicly available, open source Eclipse IDE [6] plug-
in [43] and built upon JGit [7] and Mylyn [8]. Eclipse is leveraged for its extensive source-
to-source transformation support [2] and that it is completely open-source for all Java de-
velopment. It also supports popular build systems, so that our plug-in may be applied to
projects that use different IDEs. JGit is used for git commit extraction and Mylyn for
manipulating and querying a DOI model. For transformation, Eclipse ASTs with source
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Table 2.1: Experimental results.
subject HEAD KLOC Kcmts δKLOC fw logs fails trans catch ifs conds keyl keyr inh distance σbefore σafter low raise t (m)
bc-java a66e904 701.57 6.00 1,213.28 1 56 4 11 5 13 6 16 0 0 2.64 (1.30) 1.49 2.01 11 0 62.78
blueocean* c3bfac5 49.32 4.06 137.85 2 109 0 13 11 6 5 57 9 0 1.54 (0.63) 1.65 1.74 11 2 2.93
californium 5b026ab 79.35 1.00 143.53 1 986 0 141 23 123 95 317 176 2 1.52 (0.73) N/A N/A 118 22 7.51
CoreNLP d7356db 535.07 6.00 43,686.03 2 358 0 146 0 87 21 55 0 0 3.10 (1.43) 1.84 2.16 146 0 444.99
deviation* 88751d6 6.52 0.08 24.81 1 91 0 11 1 7 8 48 3 0 2.64 (1.23) 1.69 2.07 11 0 0.06
errorprone 2118ba3 164.65 3.99 517.18 1 12 0 1 1 0 1 9 0 0 2.00 (0.00) 1.61 1.86 1 0 17.36
guava 71de406 393.69 1.00 296.52 1 36 0 0 0 0 0 33 0 0 0.00 (N/A) 1.52 1.52 0 0 29.63
hollow ff635ee 68.60 0.90 158.73 1 31 0 6 0 3 0 22 0 0 3.50 (1.12) 1.02 1.98 5 1 2.86
IRCT d67f539 42.29 0.89 193.69 1 13 0 6 0 0 0 2 1 0 2.00 (1.41) 1.22 1.51 6 0 2.07
JacpFX 14c2a4c 24.06 0.37 121.41 1 21 0 2 4 0 7 8 0 0 2.50 (1.50) 1.47 1.69 2 0 0.77
jdp* 515b7e7 35.86 1.00 99.99 2 799 0 180 17 15 4 84 399 0 1.70 (0.63) 0.00 1.79 139 41 3.18
jenkins 4f0436a 160.60 1.00 25.28 1 503 22 60 29 52 54 244 22 0 2.17 (1.25) 1.73 1.84 58 2 3.81
jsilhouette 8de4e64 2.35 0.03 5.52 1 22 0 0 0 8 0 14 0 0 0.00 (N/A) 0.00 0.00 0 0 0.04
junit5 3969585 73.59 5.98 380.61 1 9 2 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 3.00 (1.00) 0.00 1.67 4 0 75.25
OpenGrok 0f3b14d 71.65 4.93 377.09 1 592 3 61 44 49 41 353 13 0 2.70 (1.47) 1.81 2.07 53 8 15.20
selenium a49fb60 93.61 1.00 75.97 1 94 0 28 5 6 0 48 4 0 2.96 (0.94) 1.00 1.75 27 1 1.45
SpotBugs ecc7994 187.78 1.00 94.11 2 96 0 44 2 15 6 26 0 0 1.57 (0.96) 1.74 2.30 44 0 26.59
WALA b73a0b2 202.45 1.00 235.50 2 145 0 39 1 38 0 22 16 1 1.41 (0.54) 0.94 0.94 38 1 9.20
Total 2,893.01 40.22 47,787.09 1.28 3,973 31 753 143 422 248 1,360 643 3 2.13 (1.23) 1.75 2.05 674 78 705.68
* blueocean is blueocean-plugin, deviation is deviation-upload, and jdp is java-design-patterns.
symbol bindings are used as an intermediate program representation. Two popular logging
frameworks, namely, java.util.logging (JUL) [33] and SLF4J [36], are currently supported.
However, our implementation can be extended to include others. Heuristics (section 2.3.5)
are presented as a series of tool options.
2.4.2 Experimental evaluation
The evaluation proceeds in three phases, namely, a quantitative and qualitative investigation,
a comparison against manual log level changes, and a pull (patch integration) request study.
Quantitative Analysis
Our evaluation involved 18 open source Java applications and libraries of varying size and
domains (table 2.1). Subjects were also chosen such that they include logging statements
using either JUL or SLF4J and have at least one source code change to a method containing
a logging statement (i.e., a candidate statements). Column HEAD is SHA-1 of HEAD at
analysis time. Column KLOC is the thousands of source lines of code, which ranges from
∼6K for deviation-upload to ∼535K for CoreNLP. Column Kcmts denotes thousands of
commits analyzed, which can significantly affect the number of candidate statements. For
some subjects with long git histories, such as error-prone, we choose a large number of
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commits (the entire history for error-prone) to obtain more candidates. For others, a rela-
tively small number of commits was adequate to obtain all logging statements as candidates
(e.g., SpotBugs). Column δKLOC is the thousands of source lines of code differences ana-
lyzed from git history. Column fw is the number of logging frameworks detected (two are
currently supported), averaging 1.28 (some projects use more than one framework). Subjects
compiled correctly and had identical unit test results (with the exception of one in an earlier
tool version; q.v. section 2.4.2) and compiler warnings before and after the transformation.
The analysis was executed on an Intel Xeon-E3 with 4 cores and 31GB RAM and a 20
GB maximum heap size. Column t (m) is the total running time in minutes, averaging 10.66
secs per candidate statement and 0.89 secs per thousand lines of code changed (δKLOC). The
running time is highly related to analyzed source lines per commit (δKLOC/Kcmts), with a
Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.98 (ranging from -1 to 1; 1 is an exact linear correlation).
CoreNLP, having a particularly long and intricate git history, is an outlier, taking over half of
the running time. Moreover, as explained in section 2.3.3, two traversals are necessary to deal
with rename refactorings. Nonetheless, since our tool is fully-automated, it can conceivably
run as part of a nightly build process.
Log Level Rejuvenation We analyzed 3,973 candidate statements (column logs) across
18 subjects,6 successfully analyzing 99.26% of candidate statements. Column fails indicates
the number of times a current logging level was not able to be extracted. Such failures
include situations where, for example, the logging level is stored in a variable, necessitating
more sophisticated analyses. Column trans represents the number of transformed logging
statements (19% of candidates), which is dependent on the mismatches found and the enabled
heuristics.
For this phase, to more fully understand the effect of the heuristics, all heuristics were
enabled with the exception of log categories (item 1 in section 2.3.5) and the transformation
6junit5 only has 9 candidates because the current version studied in this phase mainly uses custom
logging methods. It was included here as its former versions used JUL and are studied in the subsequent
phase.
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distance threshold (item 8). To that end, column catch is the sum of levels not lowered
due to item 2, column ifs the sum of levels not lowered due to item 3, and column conds
the sum of levels not transformed due to item 4. Column keyl is the sum of log levels not
lowered due to keywords (item 5), and column keyr the sum of log levels not raised without
keywords (item 6). Column inh is the sum of levels not adjusted due to inheritance (item 7).
To understand the grade of transformations made, column distance is average transfor-
mation distance, followed by its standard deviation. In every logging framework, the distance
between two adjacent log levels is 1. To understand the directionality of the transformations,
column low is number of lowered log levels, while column raise is number of log levels raised.
The results show that our tool more frequently lowers logging statement levels. This is most
likely indicative of the smaller number of features that developers focus on at a particular
time in a project.
During the experiment, we found that developers did not always utilize the full spectrum
of log levels available. This is evident in column σbefore , which is the standard deviation of log
levels for before any transformations,7 averaging only 1.75. Column σafter , on the other hand,
is standard deviation after transformation, averaging 1.75. The 17.14% increase indicates
that our approach can improve log level diversity, allowing developers to take more of an
advantage of the expressiveness that logging frameworks offer.
Qualitative Analysis
While evaluating guava,8 we had to make one manual change to the unit test code: assertEquals(Level.
INFO, record.getLevel()). Here, a log level was actually being tested. In this case, our
tool transformed the tested log level to FINEST, which failed the test suite. While more
sophisticated analysis would be required to automatically handle such cases, we conjecture
such cases are rare and only found one such case during our experiments.
The following transformation took place in selenium, a popular web application testing
7Only includes JUL, which accounted for the majority of subjects. N/A indicates that JUL was not used.
8This result is from an earlier tool version where heuristics were being formulated.
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application. Here, a log is issued before an exception throw indicating a failure. The level
INFO was originally used in the logging statement. This transformation was actually accepted
as part of our pull request study (section 2.5.4), demonstrating that although our approach is
focused on event logging/feature correlations, it may also be useful in identifying mismatches
due to situational severity:
if (!check.isAlive()) {
- LOG.info("Node is not alive: " + check.getMessage());
+ LOG.severe("Node is not alive: " + check.getMessage());
// Throw an exception to force another check sooner.
throw new UnsupportedOperationException(
"Node cannot be registered");
}
CoreNLP included an unusual pattern where logs would consist of two statements, one for
a high-level overview of the event and another that includes details of the event. While our
heuristics worked for the high-level logging statement, they failed for the detailed one. The
following portrays an example of an incorrect transformation issued by our approach. Such
incorrect transformations would have been avoided had a string concatenation operation
been used rather than two related logging statements to describe a single event:
ExtractionObject o = entityMap.get(arg.getContent().getId());
if (o == null) {
logger.severe("READER ERROR: Failed to find relation argument"
+ " with id " + arg.getContent().getId());
- logger.severe("This happens because a few relation mentions"
- + " illegally span multiple sentences. Will ignore this"
- + " mention.");
+ logger.fine("This happens because a few relation mentions"
+ + " illegally span multiple sentences. Will ignore this"
+ + " mention.");
The following transformation took place in Jenkins:
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Table 2.2: Confusion matrix results for manual level change comparison.
subject cHEAD tHEAD Kcmts TP FP FN distR direct
blueocean* de8b8ca de8b8ca 1.00 0 2 0 N/A N/A
guava 8385600 638fcb8 1.00 3 0 0 33.33 3
IRCT-API aa0f039 86d2c49 0.13 1 10 0 83.33 0
jsilhouette be37202 be37202 0.03 0 0 0 N/A N/A
junit5 c7c5796 2fab23a 0.47 4 15 4 25.00 4
SpotBugs 190e1e1 35804ee 1.00 14 29 2 24.49 13
WALA 7f68e76 3317c1c 1.00 1 0 0 50.00 0
Total 15.37 23 56 6 29.40 20
* blueocean is blueocean-plugin.
- LOGGER.log(INFO, "{0} main build action completed: {1}",
- new Object[] {this, result});
+ LOGGER.log(FINEST, "{0} main build action completed: {1}",
+ new Object[] {this, result});
This transformation was also accepted as part of our pull request study, with the developer
expressing that it is “[p]robably a good idea: [i]t’s time we started removing this from the
general system log . . ..” This indicates the feature associated with this logging statement has
not been of interest to developers recently and its level should be adjusted to reflect that.
This idea was reinforced in a subsequent comment for a similar transformation: “. . .I’ve
grown so used to these messages over the years . . ..”
2.5 Oracle and Confusion Matrix
2.5.1 Comparison With Manual Log Level Changes
In this experiment phase, we compared the transformations produced by our tool with man-
ual logging statement levels changes. It offers additional insight into the behavior of our
tool compared to manual effort. For this purpose, we mined the git histories of seven of the
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subjects from table 2.1 (listed in table 2.2) and extracted actual log level changes using an
automated script to construct an oracle. We manually studied the git commit messages to
verify that the changes were made manually by developers (i.e., that there was no indication
of any automation involved). Column cHEAD (c for change) is SHA-1 of HEAD when the
extraction took place. Column tHEAD (t for tool) is the SHA-1 that the tool was run on,
which was determined by selecting the earliest common commit immediately before manual
log level changes. For example, if, in a particular subject, all manual changes were made
in v5, tHEAD would be v4. If, on the other hand, manual changes were made in v3, v5,
and v6, tHEAD would be set to v2. If there were no logging statement level changes, then
tHEAD = cHEAD.
Column Kcmts is then the thousands of analyzed git commits ending in tHEAD. In
some cases, this results in a Kcmts value less than used in table 2.1 since the analysis HEAD
must be one that is prior to all manual changes (as explained above).
The remaining columns of table 2.2 denote the confusion matrix results. Column TP is
true positives, i.e., logging statements whose levels were changed by developers that were
also suggested by our tool for level transformation. Column FP is false positives, i.e., logging
statements whose level changes were suggested by our tool but were not actually changed
manually. Column FN is false negatives, i.e., logging statements whose levels that actually
changed but were not suggested by our tool. As we were solely interested in calculating
precision and recall, true negatives were not counted. The total number of logging statement
levels that actually changed is equal to TP + FN . The overall recall ( TP
TP+FN




Our tool considers, as input, all logging statements in a project. However, it is tedious,
time-consuming, and possibly error- and omission-prone for developers to continuously ex-
amine all logging statement levels transform them if necessary. This is especially evident
for large projects with many logging statements, as can be seen in table 2.1. Therefore, a
precision of 29.11% may not be indicative of all logging statement levels that should change
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as developers may have manually omitted level changes inadvertently.
The counts in the TP column do not consider the target level, i.e., the target level chosen
manually and by our tool. To account for target levels, column distR depicts the average
transformation distance ratio, which is computed for every log level transformation counted
as a true positive. This value is the distance between the actual target log level and the
target log level suggested by the tool divided by the total number of possible log levels
considered for transformations. The smaller the distance ratio, the closer our tool was able
to suggest similar target levels that were made manually. The average distance ratio during
our experiment was 29.40. However, we are also interested in knowing not only the exact
target level of the suggestion compared to the actual change but also how the direction of
the transformations compared. Understanding how the tool behaves regarding the direction
of the suggested transformations is arguably more important than hitting the exact target
level. The two columns combined present a clear picture of the performance of the tool in
terms of its ability to suggest accurate level adjustments.
As such, column direct portrays level direction matching. It represents the number of
true positives that had the same transformation direction (i.e., either lowering or raising) for
both manual level changes and suggested level transformations. In other words, if a logging
statement level is lowered both manually and by the tool, it is counted as level direction
match. Likewise, a match is also counted if it is both manually raised and raised by the tool.
All other combinations are not counted. On average, our tool suggested transformations in
the same direction as manual changes 86.96% (20/23) of the time.
2.5.2 Git Commit Mining
In order to mine git commit information, I created a Python script leveraging PyDriller,
a library that helps developers mine software repositories. PyDriller can easily extract in-
formation from any Git repository, such as commits, developers, modifications, diffs, and
source code [35]. The script takes as input a repository URL, and initializes two PyDriller
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imports, GitRepository and RepositoryMining with said URL. The RepositoryMining ob-
ject fetches and stores the projects commit history in an iterable container. From there, the
script iterates through the project commits and parses the git diff information (referenced
as commit.modifications.diff). The diffs are searched for changes that deal with logging
methods using regular expressions.
For a git commit, a change in log level would necessitate that there be a line or lines
containing at least one logging method that is deleted and one that is inserted. In the case
of a multiline delete/insert, there would potentially be 0 or more unrelated lines in between.
Therefore, I used a compound regular expression made up of three sub patterns. The first
pattern matches a logging method deletion (indicated by the leading - symbol), the second
would be an an expression that would match 0-4 unrelated lines, and the third pattern would
match a logging method insertion. In this fashion, we filter out commits of interest.
Once the line of interest are extracted, the “before“ and “after“ levels are extracted using
another regular expression. The two levels are then compared, and if the two levels are not
the same (indicating a level change), the extracted line is stored in a CSV file, along with the
project name, repo url, SHA1 of the head, relative filename, and the “before“ and “after“
log levels.
2.5.3 Oracle Construction
In order to better organize the oracle, we decided to store it in a MySQL database. Once
a repository has had its commit history mined for log level changes, a CSV file containing
relevant parsed information is generated. To automate the storage of the git commit mining
tools’ output into the database, an import script was created. My script connects to our
database instance and imports all of the mined data into the database.
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Figure 2.2: Oracle Subject ER Diagram.
Figure 2.3: Oracle Subject table.
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Figure 2.4: Tool Subject ER Diagram
Figure 2.5: Tool Subject table
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2.5.4 Pull Request Study
To assess our approach’s usability, we also submitted pull requests (patches) containing the
results of our tool to subject projects.9 As of this writing, eighteen requests have been made,
twelve of which are currently pending, two merged (accepted), and four rejected. The two
projects where our results were integrated were Jenkins and selenium. Jenkins is a popular
continuous integration (CI) engine, having ∼15K stars and ∼6.1K forks on GitHub, as of
this writing. selenium is a popular web application testing and automation tool, having
∼17K stars and ∼5.6K forks.
Apparent during our pull request study was that our approach forces developers to ac-
tively think about how their logging statement levels evolve along with their software. Using
GitHub’s line-by-line comment tool, developers often commented on many individual trans-
formations. Some feedback received during the study indicated that long periods of time
passed before considering altering logging statement levels (q.v. section 2.4.2).
Feedback from rejected pull requests include thoughts on whether or not our approach
is applicable to very mature and largely stable projects that are in “maintenance mode.”
The problem is that, in this scenario, most likely, developers will be responding to bug
reports from users, which may result in developers consistently changing different parts of
the system. In this case, our approach will never pick more “interesting” parts of the system
as they are all equally (not) “interesting.” Application/system code that is under more
active development may be more amenable. Projects using sprints ala agile methods may
benefit more from the approach.
A question was also raised regarding the approach’s applicability to library vs. application
code. Particularly, parts of a library that are important to library developers may not match
the interest level of application developers using the library. This seems to touch on a broader
issue of log composition, i.e., the log intentions of application developers may not coincide
with the application’s dependencies in general. This problem may be more apparent in
9An early PR study on an earlier tool version was used to obtain heuristics (q.v. section 2.3.5).
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library components that are exposed to application developers.
2.5.5 Threats to Validity
The subjects may not be representative of real-world logging statement usage. To mitigate
this, subjects were chosen from diverse domains as well as sizes, as well as those used in
previous studies (e.g., [19,24]). Although java-design-patterns is artificial, it is a reference
implementation similar to that of JHotDraw, which has been studied extensively (e.g., [31]).
The git commit history may be too course-grained with very large commits. In this
case, our approach may not be able to detect changes to program elements properly. This
can occur when projects are imported into git from another repository, for example. This
is a limitation of many approaches that mine version control history. Furthermore, our
keyword related heuristics cannot work with typos, i.e., if a log message contains the keyword
with a spelling mistake, our tool cannot detect the keyword. Even still, there were 2,003
logging statements in our experiments whose logging levels were not altered due to keywords,
suggesting that typos are not pervasive. This threat may be mitigated by expanding the
keyword set to include common misspellings, which we plan for future work.
Lastly, code proximity may not be the correct indicator for identifying logging statements
related to a software feature. Other semantic-based information, such as variable references,
for example, may be more useful. However, our current results are still promising, and we
plan to explore the use of semantic information for future work.
2.6 Related Work
Li et al. [27] propose an approach for determining log level for of new logging statements so
that they are consistent with other logging practices within the same project. Our work, on
the other hand, is focused on log level evolution and how levels are related to software feature
interest. Other approaches transform log levels in some way or by some pattern. Chen and
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Jiang [4] develop a tool that could detect mismatches between log message content and the
corresponding log level. However, they do not consider how developer interest in particular
software features varies over time during evolution and how levels are affected by interest.
While this approach may be useful in finding, for example, error logging statements that
lower-than-normal logging levels, it may not be useful for event or debug logs, which may
be more tied to features. Hassani et al. [12] use text and variables in the existing logging
statements to detect inappropriate log levels also for new logging statements. Li et al. [29]
use logging contexts as well in a fashion similar to code clones. As far as we can tell, however,
they do not explicitly deal with logging levels.
Li et al. [28] proposes an approach suggesting log changes when developers commit a
code change using a classifier. Their focus is on determining the likelihood of a log change in
a commit, however, they do not suggest the actual change. Li et al. [26] study the possibility
of a code snippet being logged based on its topics. Shang et al. [40] examine log lines using
development knowledge to resolve inquiries about logs. Yuan et al. [47] develop a tool that
adds appropriate logging statements into source code to enhance failure diagnosis. Kabinna
et al. [15] examine the stability of logging statements. And, Zhu et al. [51] evaluate log
parsers.
Information overload can be burdensome for developers, and many approaches combat
this problem. For example, Haas et al. [11] use static analysis to detect unnecessary source
code. Fowkes et al. [9] introduce auto-folding for source code summarization. Information
overload is also a critical problem for logging. There are many attempts to help developers
enhance logging statements so that they can receive useful information from logs efficiently
during runtime, e.g., helping developers determine where they should log [10,50], optimizing
number of logging statements [25], enhancing log message [48], helping developers design
logging text using NLP [13], and detecting code smell patterns from logging statements with
duplicate log messages [30]. Other work does not focus on logging statements but rather by
mining produced logs. For instance, Xu et al. [46] mine logs to detect system problems.
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Other work also integrates the Mylyn DOI model [23] but for Aspect-Oriented Program-
ming (AOP). To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to programmatically
manipulate a DOI model not through user-driven events but rather from git histories. Much
existing work mines project history as well, particularly for software evolution [16], detect-
ing refactorings [45], as well as for design flaw detection [38]. Additionally, other approaches
support software evolution more generally, for example, refactoring programs to use enu-
merated types Khatchadourian [20], default methods [22], and lambda expressions [19]. Our
work builds a graph-like data structure dealing with renamings for log level evolution. A
graph-based analysis is also used in other existing work for software evolution [3].
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Chapter 3
Refactoring to Deferred Execution
3.1 Introduction
Before a method’s execution, arguments must first be evaluated before they can be accessed.
In other words, arguments are evaluated in the caller’s context rather than the callee’s. The
resulting value is then substituted for the parameter. However, arguments can be expensive
to evaluate, mainly if the argument must first be built from sub-expressions. With logging
statements, log filtering inevitably leads to some situations where the arguments are first
evaluated in the caller’s context, and then discarded in the callee’s. This results in the
wasting of resources, which in some cases can significantly impact program performance.
Traditionally, logging frameworks had no way of avoiding this wasted overhead. With
the introduction of modern object oriented languages and platforms like Java 8, lambdas,
and functional interfaces became available, allowing for the evaluation of arguments to be
deffered. Deffered execution sometimes referred to as lazy evaluation is an evaluation strategy
where the evaluation of the expression is delayed until the value is needed. In the context
of logging statements, this allows for the deferral of argument evaluation until after logging
filter checks are passed, and the message payload is needed.
Since the introduction of lambdas, support for deferred execution has been incorporated
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into several framework APIs and will presumably be added to more in the future. Deferred
execution, however, is not free; there is performance overhead associated with deferral, mean-
ing across the board usage could actually result in performance loss. It is therefore not always
obvious to developers when to use deferred execution, especially due to varying runtime envi-
ronments development, production, etc., and the ability for logging filters to change during
runtime. This problem is compounded when dealing with large codebases and especially
codebases that use log level refactoring tools, such as the one proposed in this thesis.
In this thesis, I aim to introduce a tool which would allow for the automatic refactoring
of code to enable the use of lambdas so that argument evaluation may be deferred thereby
improving program performance. I introduce an important first step, as well as outline future
work and potential pitfalls.
3.2 Motivation
Traditionally Logging APIs only supported the fully evaluated result of the passed in ex-
pression. If left alone, it can prove costly w.r.t. performance when the expressions to be
evaluated are significantly complex, such as in the case of complex object serialization. Even
in the case of seemingly trivial operations, such as the concatenation of two strings, a per-
formance cost can be observed. Approaches, such as conditional compilation, can help but
have many other issues, including hindrance of automated analysis, type-safety, and program
comprehension. Lambdas, a robust functional programming concept, however, offer deferred
(lazy) execution, acting as functors rather than being immediately evaluated. In this way,
methods can evaluate arguments only when they are needed.
Evaluating arguments in this fashion can help improve efficiency by systematically avoid-
ing argument evaluation when the caller does not need it. In fact, with the introduction of
Java 8, for example, popular logging frameworks have augmented their APIs methods that
accept lambdas rather than strings. For client applications, though, finding all occurrences
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of logging code that could take advantage of this feature manually can be a daunting task.
Moreover, developers may need to consider complex program entity relationships throughout
large code bases to decipher whether using deferred execution would produce semantically
equivalent results. Lastly, developers may miss opportunities to take advantage of these
APIs.
3.2.1 Performance - Microbenchmarking
To get a better understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of deferred execution, it is
important to first look at the cost of string concatenations, as well as any overhead associated
with the usage of lambdas. To achieve this, Java Microbenchmark Harness (JMH) was used
to obtain benchmark data for various test cases. Three basic consumption functions were
used for the tests, one that takes a single string representing the traditional non-deferred
overload, a second that takes in a supplier without ever evaluating it, and a third that takes
in a supplier and evaluates it. The Blackhole parameter is a JMH object that is used to
prevent dead-code elimination of the computations.








9 public void consumeWithGet(Supplier<String> s, Blackhole blackhole) {
10 blackhole.consume(s.get());
11 }
The test cases involved using the aforementioned consumption functions with a differing
amount of concatenation operations on strings of fixed length. The name of a given test
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function refers to the number of strings used in the concatenation, the actual number of con-
catenations is n-1 where n is the number of strings used, e.g. the function name “TwoString“
implies a single concatenation of two strings. In order to observe how the size of the string
effected the results the same benchmark tests were repeated with different sized strings. The
benchmarking mode was set to average time with nanosecond precision. A sample of the
code used to evaluate n=2 can be seen below and the results of the benchmark for strings
of size 10 can be seen in table 3.1.
The header columns for tables table 3.1 and table 3.2 are defined below.
 String No. refers to the amount of strings being concatenated.
 Legacy refers to non deferred traditional calls.
 Deferred refers to deferred but not evaluated.
 Deferred w/ Get refers to deferred and evaluated.
1 @Benchmark @BenchmarkMode(Mode.AverageTime) @OutputTimeUnit(TimeUnit.NANOSECONDS)
2 public void TwoString(Blackhole blackhole) {
3 consume(someString + someString, blackhole);
4 }
5
6 @Benchmark @BenchmarkMode(Mode.AverageTime) @OutputTimeUnit(TimeUnit.NANOSECONDS)
7 public void TwoStringLambda(Blackhole blackhole) {
8 consume(() -> {return someString + someString;}, blackhole);
9 }
10
11 @Benchmark @BenchmarkMode(Mode.AverageTime) @OutputTimeUnit(TimeUnit.NANOSECONDS)
12 public void TwoStringLambdaWithGet(Blackhole blackhole) {
13 consumeWithGet(() -> {return someString + someString;}, blackhole);
14 }
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Table 3.1: JMH Micro benchmark results for string size 10
String No. Legacy (ns/op) Deferred (ns/op) Deferred w/ Get (ns/op)
1 4.436 ± 0.052 6.560 ± 0.053 4.439 ± 0.055
2 27.153 ± 0.222 6.546 ± 0.057 27.218 ± 0.253
3 37.542 ± 0.410 6.546 ± 0.078 37.524 ± 0.305
4 49.458 ± 0.488 6.598 ± 0.098 50.228 ± 0.556
Table 3.2: JMH Micro benchmark results for string size 5
String No. Legacy (ns/op) Deferred (ns/op) Deferred w/ Get (ns/op)
1 4.212 ± 0.035 6.168 ± 0.050 4.199 ± 0.038
2 24.588 ± 0.198 6.153 ± 0.075 24.682 ± 0.211
3 33.945 ± 0.864 6.145 ± 0.054 33.554 ± 0.231
4 43.355 ± 0.271 6.224 ± 0.259 44.942 ± 0.262
What is observed is that the overhead for wrapping the expression to be evaluated in a
supplier is around 2ns, where as the potential savings for every additional concatenation to
be performed is an order of magnitude higher. The amount of concatenations required as well
as the types of concatenations can rack up when serializing complex objects or constructing
a compound expression.
The same test cases were also run on a string of half the size. The results shown in
table 3.2 indicate that [up to a certain point] the raw number of concatenations will contribute
more to the overhead than the size of the string to be concatenated. This is most likely
due to concatenation relying on memcpy calls to copy over the string buffer. Ultimately
this indicates that when determining the cost of not deferring the execution of a logging
statement argument count and size should be taken into consideration.
One thing to note is that based on the results for the one string test, it seems as though
there may be some compiler optimization being being applied. The ”deferred with get”
results seem to be the same as not using a supplier indicating the lack of the supplier creation
overhead. One possible explanation for this could be that the lambda is not guarded
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as it would be with a real logging method. A guarded function is a function which has
at least one fully guarded parameter. A guarded parameter is a parameter whose usage
is conditionally dependent. A fully guarded parameter is one whose usage is exclusively
conditionally dependent, meaning that there is no instance of the parameter that is not
behind a conditional expression in a given scope. This automatic optimization can be good
news for other types of applications where the guarded status of a particular parameter
is not known, or not obvious, in the sense that the optimization can serve as a safeguard
preventing the minor but unnecessary overhead from deferring execution.
3.3 Approach
3.3.1 Overview
Knowing exactly when one should use deferred execution may be a challenging task for a
developer. Many developers are unaware of the potential benefits of deferred execution; for
others, it may be impossible to know.
One approach with minimal developer intervention is to map new APIs with lambdas
to their analogous legacy APIs that preserve semantics, and ultimately using the mapping
to transform arguments to equivalent lambdas. For instance, calls to Logger.printf() must
have their format argument transformed to an equivalent lambda (i.e., a String supplier).
The approach would identify expressions that could be long running, in other words, only
arguments that are expensive to evaluate.
3.3.2 Mapping Legacy API to Lambda Equivalent
So far I have tackled step one: the creation of a map of the API with lambdas to their anal-
ogous legacy API. This was done by leveraging JavaParser [14], a Java language processing
framework. JavaParser’s compilation unit takes in a single file at a time and constructs an
AST. Because we are interested in parsing the entire project a directory explorer class had
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to be used to iterate through all the java files in a given project. In addition newer versions
of JavaParser comes bundled with a symbol solver which can be used to resolve properties
such as the fully qualified name of a method.
For the first step, both JavaParser and the symbol solver was used in conjunction to
parse the declarations of methods, as well as their overloads. Using a JavaParser object
called VoidVisitorAdapater to visit all of the children in the AST, I constructed a hashmap
containing a mapping of the method name to all overloads of it. The overloads were stored
as a list of MethodDeclarations, a JavaParser object representing the parsed method decla-
ration.
1 public static void parseMethodDeclarations(File projectDir, Map<String,
List<MethodDeclaration>> overloads) {
2 new DirExplorer((level, path, file) -> path.endsWith(".java" ), (level, path, file) ->
{
3 try {
4 new VoidVisitorAdapter<Object>() {
5 @Override
6 public void visit(MethodDeclaration n, Object arg) {
7 super.visit(n, arg);
8
9 String FQN = n.resolve().getQualifiedName();
10
11 //if the entry does not exist, add it, and then add the
MethodDeclaration
12 if(!overloads.containsKey(FQN)) {






19 } catch (IOException e) {
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20 System.out.println(e.toString());
21 } catch (UnsolvedSymbolException ParseProblemException





After all of the methods and their overloads are parsed into the HashMap called method-
Declarations, the next step is to separate the new supplier supporting methods from the
legacy one, and then create the mapping between the new and the legacy methods.
To separate the supplier methods from the legacy ones I created an auxiliary isSupplier()
method, which will check to see if any of the method’s parameters are a supplier using a
regular expression.
1 Function<MethodDeclaration, Boolean> isSupplier = (MethodDeclaration overload) -> {
2 return overload.getParameters().stream().anyMatch((p) ->
(Pattern.matches("Supplier<.*" , p.getTypeAsString())));
3 };
To map legacy methods to the new ones, I created an auxiliary isPair() method. The first
check is a parameter count check. Overload pairs must have the same amount of parameters
in order to be a potential pair. This check has a draw back in the sense that some logging
frameworks have both hard coded multi-parameter overloads, as well as a variadic version.
Presumably the original version of the framework had the multi parameter overloads before
the variadic version was introduced. The decision to exclude matching the non variadic
versions is because, technically, the non-supplier variadic overload explicitly pairs with the
supplier variadic overload. An example of this can be seen below.
1 //non variadic versions that could also technically be paired with the supplier version
2 void warn(Marker marker, String message, Object p0)
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3 void warn(Marker marker, String message, Object p0, Object p1)
4 void warn(Marker marker, String message, Object p0, Object p1, Object p2)




9 void warn(Marker marker, String message, Object... params)
10 void warn(Marker marker, String message, Supplier<?>... paramSuppliers)
The next check is to make sure that all parameters of the same rank are either identical or
match the suppliers generic type (e.g. Supplier <String >and String). An assumption made
is that the parameters have to map 1:1 based on rank; in other words, the overloads need to
be in the same order. This means that if the overload pairs are not ordered consistently, they
will be rejected as pairs. This is not always the case as can be seen in the java.util.logging
framework, where the ordering is not consistent:
1 void log(Level level, String msg, Throwable thrown)
2 void log(Level level, Throwable thrown, Supplier<String> msgSupplier)
This known case is not yet handled in the current version of my tool, and will be addressed
in a future revision. Otherwise, if the aforementioned conditions are true for all parameters
then the overloads are a match and the method returns true.
1 BiFunction<MethodDeclaration, MethodDeclaration, Boolean> isPair = (MethodDeclaration
nonSupplier, MethodDeclaration supplier) -> {
2 NodeList<Parameter> nsParams = nonSupplier.getParameters();
3 NodeList<Parameter> sParams = supplier.getParameters();
4 if(nsParams.size() == sParams.size()) {
5 for(int i = 0; i < nsParams.size(); i++) {
6 //only string and object should be replaced with a supplier...
7 Parameter nonSupplierParam = nsParams.get(i);
8 Parameter supplierParam = sParams.get(i);
9
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10 //if not the same type
11 if(!nonSupplierParam.equals(supplierParam)) {
12 //if mismatch + not a supplier param boot?
13 if(!Pattern.matches("Supplier<.*" , supplierParam.getTypeAsString()))
14 return false;
15
16 //System.out.println(supplierParam.toString() + " var args? " +
supplierParam.isVarArgs());
17 if(supplierParam.isVarArgs() != nonSupplierParam.isVarArgs())
18 return false;
19




23 //if not a single param generic return false
24 if(genericType.get().size() != 1)
25 return false;
26
27 Type gType = genericType.get().get(0);
28










38 return false; //doesn't account for variadic cases
39 };
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The isSupplier() and isPair() methods are then used to first split the overloads up into
supplier and non supplier groups, and then paired. The pairing results in a final container
paired consisting of a method FQN, as well as overload pairings for the given method.
1 Map<String, Map<MethodDeclaration, List<MethodDeclaration>>> paired = new HashMap<>();
2 //for every overload, find the defered versions, and then start match making
3 for(Map.Entry<String, List<MethodDeclaration>> overloads : methodDeclarations.entrySet())
{
4 //if the method even has an overload
5 if(overloads.getValue().size() > 1) {
6 //create a new entry for it (we want to map this)
7 Map<MethodDeclaration, List<MethodDeclaration>> supplierMethods = new
HashMap<>();
8 List<MethodDeclaration> nonSuppliers = new ArrayList<>();
9
10 //first split up deferred and non deferred method overloads
11 overloads.getValue().forEach((MethodDeclaration overload) -> {
12 if(isSupplier.apply(overload)) {
13 supplierMethods.put(overload, new ArrayList<>());





19 //match the non suppliers to the suppliers on a first match bases
20 for(MethodDeclaration nonSupplier : nonSuppliers) {
21 for(Map.Entry<MethodDeclaration, List<MethodDeclaration>> supplierEntry :
supplierMethods.entrySet()) {
22 if(isPair.apply(nonSupplier, supplierEntry.getKey())) {
23 supplierEntry.getValue().add(nonSupplier);










The final step is to dump the mappings into a file. This file can then be used in the next
stages of my tool.
For ease of use, a CLI has also been implemented for my mapping creation tool. The
CLI uses Apache’s commons library for their CommandLineParser. The program requires
the -d or directory field which is the path of the root of the target project source code, and
an optional parameter -o or output to specify an output path for the resulting map file. The
default output directory and filename is ./targetName map.txt.
3.3.3 Next Steps
Once the deferred to non deferred APIs map file is created for a given framework it can then
be used in the next stage of the refactoring tool pipeline. The next step involves identifying
sufficiently complex or costly non deffered logging method invocations. This can be done
using JavaParser or any other tool capable of creating an AST for a given project. Next,
parse the source code for the non deffered method invocations that are present in the map file.
Once a match is found, parse the parameters of the method call and isolate the expression
that evaluates to the String or Object parameter.
As demonstrated by the microbenchmarks, anything other than a string literal would
benefit from being deferred; however, it may make sense to allow the threshold to be modifi-
able by developers. Some factors to consider include the number of concatenations, the size
of the strings to be concatenated, and perhaps the size of the subtree needed to evaluate the
expression.
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Once a method invocation is identified as being of interest, the next step is to check to
make sure there are no side-effects to deferring the method call. If this check is not present,
it can not be guaranteed that the transformation would result in a semantically equivalent
statement as can be seen below.
1 int counter;
2 //if this call was to be deferred then counter would not be incremented
3 logger.finest("The value of counter is :" + (counter++));
The final step is to transform the method invocation of interest in a lambda. The trans-
formation is fairly straight forward, simply taking the argument expression and insert it into





5 logger.warn(()->{return [some expression];});
3.4 Evaluation
To evaluate the accuracy of my tool, I create a confusion matrix based on the tool output,
as well as an oracle for ground truth. The tool was run on four java logging frameworks,1,
and map files were created for each. Next, an oracle was created for each logging framework.
However, due to the manual nature of creating the oracle, we opted to create an oracle only
for the main logging classes in a given framework.
For the confusion matrix, a true positive (TP) is defined as a mapping of legacy to supplier
API existing in both the oracle as well as the tool generated mapping, a false positive (FP)
is defined as a mapping that exists in the generated mapping but not the oracle, a true
negative (TN) is defined as a mapping not in the oracle as well as not in the generated
1Kadary/Java Logger, JDK8/java.util.logging, qos-ch/logback, and apache/log4j2
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Table 3.3: Evaluation: Confusion Matrix
subject TP FP FN RR
Kadary/Java Logger 0 0 0 N/A
JDK8/java.util.logging 9 0 2 81%
qos-ch/logback 0 0 0 N/A
apache/log4j2 156 0 0 100%
Total 165 0 2 98.78%
mapping, and a false negative (FN) is defined as a mapping that exists in the oracle, but
not in the generated mapping.
For the confusion matrix an oracle was manually created for four java logging frame-
works2, and then manually compared to the output of the tool. For the purpose of relevance
only the classes and API calls provided by the logger object were considered for this con-
fusion matrix. This is because the logger object is what is actually used by developers
directly or through class extension via inheritance. The tool produced 2 false negatives for
java.util.logging, due to the unhandled case of out of order arguments between the legacy
and supplier versions of a given overload.
3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Avoiding Unnecessary Overhead
When deferring solely based on the aforementioned criteria is that you would in some cases
be incurring an unnecessary overhead, namely if you defer a call where the argument would in
fact be evaluated. Resolving this issue is non-trivial, in part because of how much variability
and lack of standardization there is among logging frameworks, but mainly because in many
logging frameworks the level set for a given logging object is dynamic, meaning that it
can change during runtime. However, some approaches3 left for future work that could
2Kadary/Java Logger, JDK8/java.util.logging, qos-ch/logback, and apache/log4j2
3The proposed approaches may be used individually or collectively.
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potentially be used to mitigate the issue are as follows:
 The use of static analysis to determine the log level set for a given logging object, and
then deferring all (qualifying) calls below that threshold.
 The use of static analysis in order to enumerate the use cases of various log levels used
in logging calls throughout the program to be used for some form of statistical analysis;
i.e. it may make sense to not defer calls at or above the median level.
 The use of some predictive algorithm, predicated on data collected from run-time
analysis to predict which calls to defer.
 The use of developer intervention by allowing a minimum level at which the tool will
not defer execution.
3.5.2 Compiler Inlining
A concern is whether or not the compiler inlines logging statements [21]. If this were true
there would be no point to deferring execution since the message argument would only be
evaluated conditionally. However, it is not known whether a JIT compiler would consistently
inline calls or ever at all. According to Baeldung, there are criteria for whether or not a JIT
compiler will opt to inline a method call [1]. The criteria include how “hot“ the method is; in
other words, how frequently it is invoked, as well as the size of the method call. Others [21]
have also pointed out that to inline, the JIT compiler would have to check to make sure
there are no side effects to not evaluating the arguments. Because a JIT compiler does not
differentiate logging methods from other methods, the cost of checking that all the operations
involved in constructing the argument to the method have no side effects is probably not
worth the benefit in most cases [21].
To empirically confirm that inlining would not (always) occur, a microbenchmark was
run, and the results indicated that inlining did not happen, at least for the cases shown
below:
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1 public String someString = "SomeS" ;
2 public final static Logger LOGGER = Logger.getLogger(MyBenchmark.class.getName());
3
4 @Benchmark @BenchmarkMode(Mode.AverageTime) @OutputTimeUnit(TimeUnit.NANOSECONDS)
5 public void FiveString(Blackhole blackhole) {
6 LOGGER.setLevel(Level.INFO);
7 consume(someString + someString + someString + someString + someString, blackhole);
8 }
9
10 //test to see if compiler inlines this call...
11 @Benchmark @BenchmarkMode(Mode.AverageTime) @OutputTimeUnit(TimeUnit.NANOSECONDS)
12 public void FiveStringLogger(Blackhole blackhole) {
13 LOGGER.setLevel(Level.INFO);
14 LOGGER.finest(someString + someString + someString + someString + someString);
15 }
16
17 @Benchmark @BenchmarkMode(Mode.AverageTime) @OutputTimeUnit(TimeUnit.NANOSECONDS)
18 public void FiveStringLoggerLambda(Blackhole blackhole) {
19 LOGGER.setLevel(Level.INFO);




23 MyBenchmark.FiveString avgt 25 67.199 ± 0.562 ns/op
24 MyBenchmark.FiveStringLogger avgt 25 66.095 ± 2.651 ns/op




We have presented an automated approach that assists developers in evolving logging state-
ment levels. The approach is based on mining git histories and manipulating a degree of
interest (DOI) model. Source code is transformed to “rejuvenate” log statement levels based
on the “interesting” level of surrounding code. To guide the transformation, a number of
novel heuristics, derived from extensive interactions with real-world open source developers,
are introduced. We have also presented the first steps as well as foundational work towards
the automated approach that would assist developers utilize the significant advantages of
deferred execution in the scope of logging frameworks.
We plan to explore several avenues of future work. There is a possibility that the de-
veloper already uses Mylyn to track tasks. In addition to or in lieu of using git history to
determine interesting portions of the system, we could leverage existing Mylyn task contexts.
In conjunction with git information, existing Mylyn information could be merged by consid-
ering both the ending DOI values obtained by git analysis and those values in the context.
One potential issue is that contexts in Mylyn are per task, while our logging statement level
manipulation takes into account the entire software system. As such, we would need to
aggregate DOI values from all task contexts.
We have presented an automated approach for the first steps of automated deferred
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execution refactoring. The approach is based on first creating a mapping between traditional
or legacy API calls and their new lambda overloads. JavaParser [14] was leveraged to parse
the source code of Java logging frameworks. Multiple levels of filtering are then used to
create the mapping. These filters include the isolation of overloads and whether or not a
particular overload is a legacy API or lambda. Then the datatype information as well as the
rank is used to create the final mapping. The mapping is then dumped into a mapping file
which would then be used for further refactoring.
We have also outlined the next steps as well as potential concerns for the completion
of deferred refactoring of logging calls. We plan on providing real implementations for the
next steps of the automated log level deferring tool, as well as conducting empirical studies
in order to get statistical data on the performance improvement associated with defferal of
execution in the future.
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